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GROUP ICE BREAKER
What is one piece of advice you would give to anyone listening?

REVIEW LAST WEEK’S NEXT STEPS

What, if any, next step did you commit to last week, how did it go?

❏ I will make reconciling a broken relationship a higher priority than religious activity.

❏ I will be genuinely kind toward my adversary.

❏ I will be intentional about how I feed my mind.

❏ I will remember the cross is about grace.

MESSAGE SUMMARY

"You shall not commit adultery" was the seventh of the ten commandments God gave that detailed his covenant 

with Israel. Here was the issue: the religious leaders of Jesus' day had taken this covenant principle and made it 

solely about the outward act. But Jesus says protect marriage and also your mind just as much. The letter of the 

law is "do not commit," but the spirit is "don't let your heart go there" through a lustful look.

Lust is unconcerned about willing the good of its object. It doesn't care about the other person; it only cares to 

satisfy its desire. The word emphasizes the intensity of the desire rather than the object desired. It's a sin, it’s 

damaging, and it’s deadly because you're taking an identity from creation and making it a commodity for 

consumption.

Here's something we have to understand; your thoughts are either the soil of your spiritual growth or your 

spiritual death. If you remember, back in Matthew 5:8, Jesus said those living the good life are the "pure in heart, 

for they will see God." God is concerned with your inside life just as much as your outward actions and Jesus is 

encouraging a life of self-denial.

What can you do in the fight against lust? First, make a covenant with yourself as Job did. He knew that what he 

sees may instantly affect his heart, so he drew his line in the sand. Second, create your guardrails for protection. 

The best guardrails address not just behaviors but patterns that lead to behaviors. Lastly, find an ally in your 

fight. These are friends at the deepest levels, who challenge you to be the person you are in Christ.



DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. In a culture saturated with sex, why is discussing this topic difficult for many?

2. Read Jeremiah 31:31–34, Ezekiel 36:26–27, and Mark 7:20–23. What do you learn about the heart from 

these verses? How do these relate to Matthew 5:27–30?

3. Read James 1:13-16. What is the difference between temptation and sin? What verses, promises, or 

truths do you lean on to resist temptation?

4. The battle with lust in not limited to sexual temptation. Read 1 John 2:15-17 and discuss other ways lust 

can become a temptation.

5. Have you had allies to support you in your fight against sin? If so, what was that experience like for you? If 

not, what has kept you from finding an ally?

6. What action do you need to take this week to get rid of whatever may be tempting you to sin? 



NEXT STEPS FOR THIS WEEK (COMMIT TO GROW)

Use these as a guide to take your next step and commit to what you learned this week: 

❏ I will make a covenant with my eyes.

❏ I will create guardrails in my life.

❏ I will find an ally in my fight.

SCRIPTURE REFERENCES

❏ Matthew 5:27-30

❏ Proverbs 5:1-5

❏ James 1:13-15

❏ Job 31:1

SUPPLEMENTAL RESOURCES

❏ A Deeper Look At the Sermon on the Mount: Living Out the Way of Jesus

❏ Fortify, online support for healing from sexual compulsivity.

PRAYER REQUESTS

Take time to share how you can be praying for each other over the next week: 

❏

❏

❏

❏

❏

https://www.amazon.com/Deeper-Look-Sermon-Mount-Lifeguide/dp/0830831045/ref=sr_1_11?crid=1R0YR928NOG9Q&keywords=the+sermon+on+the+mount&qid=1643242998&sprefix=the+sermon+on+the+moun%2Caps%2C157&sr=8-11
http://www.joinfortify.com

